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DirecTV App Adds  
Downloading Option
DIRECTV HAS issued an update to its TV Everywhere app for iOS and Android that 
lets subscribers download purchased and rented TV shows and movies, comple-
menting a feature that lets customers download DVR-recorded content to smart-
phones and tablets.

The latest app also lets DirecTV customers purchase movies and TV shows and 
access them as long as they remain a subscriber. Those consumers can also download purchased and rented 
movies for offline viewing. DirecTV issued the updates on June 26. 

Notably, DVR streaming and downloading requires that DirecTV customers have an internet-connected 
Genie HD DVR model HR44 or higher. To download DVR-recorded content, those customers must be in their 
home and be connected to the same WiFi network that is connected to the DVR/receiver.

Per the FAQ, most programs downloaded from a DVR to a mobile device will expire after 30 days from the 
last time the customer opened the DirecTV app, though some content may remain for up to 60 days. However, 
customers can download content again so long as a movie or TV is stored on the DVR itself.

For more of this blog, please visit broadcastingcable.com/July17. 
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VIDEOPHILE 
Smart TVs In  
The Driver’s Seat 
SMART TVs ARE poised to drive near-
ly half (48%) of installed TV-connected 
device growth through 2020, NPD 
Connected Intelligence found in a new 
forecast. 

By comparison, streaming-media 
players will contribute 31% of that 
growth, the firm found in its TV-Con-
nected Device Forecast, based on a 
consumer panel of more than 5,000 
U.S. adults. 

By the end of 2020, there will be 
260 million installed devices attached 
to the internet and able to deliver apps 
to TVs, NPD said, noting that the figure 
represents 31% growth in TV-connected devices over the forecast period. 

According to John Buffone, NPD’s executive director and industry analyst, mass-market adoption of 4 TVs will 
play a critical role in smart TV dominance because nearly all sets that use the format are internet-capable. 

NPD also said the rate of attaching connectable TV devices to the internet would increase from 73% in 2016 
to 81% of installed units by 2020. — Jeff Baumgartner
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TECH TWEETS
“I refuse to believe this.” 

— John Legere (@JohnLegere), CEO of T-Mobile USA, pointing to a survey  
conducted by University of Texas at Austin researchers showing that glancing at a 
smartphone makes consumers “dumber,” because the devices are absorbing their 
cognitive thought process, even if the phones are turned off or on silent mode. 

NUMBER

82.3M
The number of “traditional” U.S. 

multichannel subscriptions expected by 
2021, a drop of 10.8 million, as forecast 

by S&P Global Market Intelligence’s Kagan 
unit amid the rise of streamed bundles and 
OTT subscription services; the resurgence 
of free, over-the-air TV; and the growth in 

self-aggregation of online content. 

Jeff Baumgartner

“Our competition 
is not really 

well-loved …
Cable companies 

are generally 
the most hated 
companies in 

America.” 
— Jeff Binder, CEO of Layer3 TV, taking a 

shot at incumbent MSOs during a discussion 
streamed on Facebook Live during last 

month’s Aspen Ideas Festival. Layer3 TV is 
touting a concierge-style pay TV service that 
aims to provide top-notch customer service 

and care and is preparing to launch in New York 
after earlier debuts in Chicago; Washington, D.C.; 

Denver; Los Angeles and Dallas. 

Base: U.S. internet households. SOURCE: The NPD Group/Connected Intelligence, TV- 
Connected Device Forecast. Includes a small percentage of non-connectable game consoles.
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